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Update – Sound Mitigation Process
Progress to-Date:
1. Established Notification Line to gather feedback from neighbors and more clearly identify noise
and vibration source issues. Although we shared this process with Steve and Betty on Jan 27th,
not all neighbors are aware of the process. Attached is our process. Since Jan 27th, this
feedback has taught us the following;
a. Loud, screeching noises are “like nails on a chalkboard”. We have determined this noise
is primarily coming from three sources; material handling in North Yard, Voortman and
Beam Line Infeed.
b. Some of our assumptions about what was impacting our neighbors was wrong. As a
primary example we assumed that heavy material that is handled in our North Yard was
creating the bulk of the impact. Based upon feedback, lighter material that is more
likely to bounce on forks and rub against other material is the loudest and most
impactful noise issue.
c. Vibration feedback is helping us understand what our major sources are. We believe
our Scrap bins are no longer causing vibration at the property line. Turning of beams in
the material loadout area appears to be primary source of vibration as well as handling
of our vessels in the Sub Arc Shop.
2. Created neighborhood meeting with Steve and Betty to share information and make sure we are
getting the feedback we need to resolve issue. Two meeting so far with meetings to be held
twice per month. Last meeting on 2/18.
3. Worked with Art Noxon to test our facility for noise and determine where our primary sources
were. We discovered the following are our major areas to focus.
a. Beam Line Infeed – This material handling and conveyor system feeds material to our
Drill and Saw Lines. (Northeast edge of South Yard)
b. Voortman Robotic Coper – This machine is fed raw material of various shapes (Beams,
Channels, Angles, Tubing) then automatically advances material to a robotic plasma
coper that cuts material to length and processes as required. This machine is located on
the Northern most portion of our main shop.
c. Angle Line – This material handling and conveyor system feeds angle iron to our
automatic processing machine which cuts material to length and punches holes in it.
The Angle Line is located in the Northwest corner of our main shop.
d. Sub Arc Shop – This facility is used to build steel vessels. Formed material is fit together
then welded using a Submerged Arc Welding procedure (Sub Arc). The Sub Arc building
is located at the Northwest corner of our South Yard, adjacent to Steve Nofziger’s
property.
e. Material Handling North Yard – this includes all handling, storing, staging and ultimately
truck loadout of finished structural materials.

a. Beam Line Infeed – This machine was creating a high-pitched screeching sound as steel was
dragged along the top of the feed system. This design resulted in a steel on steel problem
that was very loud. We installed UHMW on the top of the feed system (transfer) and
achieved excellent results. Material now being moved across top of Infeed Transfer is slid
on UHMW (plastic) not on steel. (See photos below)
Material Staged on Beam Line Infeed Transfer

UHMW installed on top of Infeed system (beneath beams) and in chain-ways

b. Voortman Robotic Coper – Similar challenge as the Beam Line with material being drug
across drive rolls with the same steel on steel result. Our first approach involved covering
the conveyor with a rack that contained acoustic panels and achieved a 10dB – 15dB
reduction. This does not meet our target, so we asked the factory to develop a solution for
us. Factory has supplied a solution as of 2/19 that appears to meet our needs. This is a
prototype solution that has been installed in one application in Europe. Currently
installation date End of April. (See photos below of Voortman Outfeed)

Hay Bales acting as interim Sound Wall (didn’t achieve desired result)

Voortman Outfeed showing Interim Acoustic Rack System with Curtain (worked 10-15dBA)

Voortman Factory Solution – automated UHMW Lift Devices as part of system operation
(note lever arm and lift cylinder shown clearly in 2nd photo. Photos below of prototype unit
located in Europe.) System ordered.

c. Angle Line – this machine creates loud noises as material is loaded onto the feed table.
Ultimately this creates a crashing noise as material bangs against each other on impact. As
an interim measure we surrounded the machine with Hay Bales and achieved a 10dB
reduction, but this isn’t enough. We are working on a permanent modification to the feed
table to improve our result. Our next stage of testing involves the installation of Hay Bale
walls between North-South Yard and next to Sub Arc Shop. Testing underway on this next
stage. (See photos below)
Hay Bales acting as Sound Wall

Material placed on top of feed table ready to be loaded onto conveyor

d. Sub Arc Shop – this shop creates both noise issues from grinding/ air-arching and vibration
issues from rolling over vessels. We have started with reduction of vibration while rolling by
building a rubber liner on the floor that is capped with a steel plate. This acts as a damper.
Further testing with Steve and Art required to determine how effective it is. Noise
reduction will come from several noise mitigation steps with our first effort was to construct
a “muffler” over the intake vents that point at Steve’s house based upon Art Noxon’s design.
This was completed over the weekend. This improvement alone did not eliminate noise
issues. Further testing underway to evaluate acoustic panels around grinding areas. (See
photos below)
Muffler on West Wall of Sub Arc Shop (eliminated sound escaping through vent)

Photo looking North-West showing vessels in Sub Arc Shop (note muffler on back wall)

Sound Absorbing Acoustic Panels installed next to Grinding Area

Additional Rubber Matting installed in Sub Arc Shop for Vibration Control

e. Material Handling – North Yard. As noted above, testing in this area has indicated high
noise levels and vibration. Several major and permanent solutions in the works, but in the
interim have moved our truck loadout handling away from the property line and installed a
Hay Bale Wall to act as a test of sound mitigation. This 12’ tall Hay Bay wall which is placed
on property boundary will give us data on how our activities create and transmit noise to
Harmony Acres property. We are also currently working with the City and County to
construct a Berm along property boundary. Fill Permit has been submitted to the County
and is under review. We are ready to begin construction of this berm immediately upon
receipt of a Fill Permit. Questions still exist regarding our ability to create a berm along the
full length of the property boundary given food plain issues. (See photos below)

Hay Bale Wall installed on West Boundary (looking northwest)

Hay Bale Wall between North and South Yards (looking southeast)

Other Sound Mitigation Efforts
a. Forklift Backup Alarms – we have tested pulse backup alarms on 2 machines and found
them safe and effective for outside work. We have determined that machines that work
within our shop will also require strobe lights to provide worker safety. All machines to
be retrofitted by end of February.
b. Forklift Forks scraping on material – we have received two sets of magnetic forklift
covers for our North Yard forklifts. These covers provide reduction in scraping noise
while handling steel. We will purchase additional covers for our outside forklifts.

c. Trash Dumpster – this large refuse dumpster has been moved to our South-West
property behind our paint shop to reduce noise to the West.
d. Transfer trailer used to stage and move fabricated structural steel from Structural Shop
to North Yard. We have installed rubber onto the top of the trailer cross supports to
greatly reduce material rattling and scraping as it moves through the yard.

e. Truck Loadout Process – we are currently evaluating the method we use to load trucks
with fabricated steel and determine if any alternatives exist to further minimize scraping
noises during loadout.
g. Performed significant improvements to North Yard with additional rock that was graded
then compacted to provide a smoother operating surface for forklifts. Unfortunately,
miscommunication with contractor allowed for significant vibration to neighbors
without advanced notice.
Conducted a test on Monday February 17th from 6-8pm to evaluate impact of limited outside
operation in South Yard. Test was witnessed by Greg Jones. Summary report provided by Art
Noxon.
Continued to work with Art Noxon and Lyle Hutchins on plan to support CUP Application. The
City Acoustic Engineer has frequently visited with us and contributed to the evolution of our
noise mitigation plan.
Current Site Plan – Berm and Acoustical Wall

